Course Offerings for AAAS Majors and Minors
1st, 2nd, and 11 Week Summer Sessions 2018
Fall Semester 2018
List Updated 20180321

AAAS Program: http://www.ecu.edu/cs-cas/aaas/Index.cfm
Dr. Kenneth Wilburn, Co-Director and Advisor <wilburnk@ecu.edu>
Dr. Kennetta Perry, Co-Director <perryk@ecu.edu>

Registration Schedule: http://www.ecu.edu/cs-acad/registrar/RegSched.cfm

Registration and details for each course listed below can be found here:
https://ssbprd-banner.ecu.edu/DAD_PROD/bwckschd.p_disp_dyn_sched

When the page opens, search by term and discipline. Some courses below may require exceptions from your advisor <wilburnk@ecu.edu> to count toward the AAAS major or minor. Email Dr. Wilburn <wilburnk@ecu.edu> to discuss unlisted courses that may apply to AAAS.

11 Week Summer Session 2018
AAAS 4000; Senior Seminar; TBA; contact Kennetta Perry <perryk@ecu.edu>

1st Summer Session 2018
MUSC 2257; Jazz Appreciation – 40210-601; Internet or WWW; FC:FA; 3 SH; J. Bair
PSYC 2777; Ethnocultural Psychology – 40183-601; Internet or WWW; FC:SO; 3 SH; N. Vietor

2nd Summer Session 2018
EDUC 3002; Introduction to Diversity - 60380 - 601; De/Internet, Campus; FC:CD, DD; 3 SH; Sandra E. Seay
ENGL 3260; African American Literature - 60054 – 601; De/Internet, Campus; FC:CD; DD; HU; WI; 3 SH; Gera S. Miles
HIST 5122; Social and Cultural History of the United States Since 1865 - 60431 – 601; De/Internet Campus; 3 SH; Kennetta Hammond Perry
POLS 3050; Theory and Politics of Social and Protest Movements in the United States - 60075 - 001; 1:15 - 3:45 pm, TWR; Brewster D110; FC:SO; 3 SH; Peter L. Francia
PSYC 2777; Ethnocultural Psychology – 60154 - 601; De/Internet; FC:SO; 3 SH; Lisa Campbell
SOCI 1010; Race, Gender, Class - 60410 – 601; De/Internet; FC:CD; DD; SO; 3 SH; Lori Lee Heald
Fall Semester 2018

AAAS 1000; Introduction to African and African American Studies - 84824 – 001; 12:30 - 1:45 pm TR; Flanagan Building 00265; FC:CD, DD; 3 SH; Instructor TBA
AAAS 1000; Introduction to African and African American Studies - 84834 – 002; 2:00 - 3:15 pm TR; Brewer Building 0D203; FC:CD, DD; 3 SH; Instructor TBA

ANTH 3115; Caribbean Archaeology - 80760 - 001; 2:00 - 3:15 pm TR; Flanagan Building 00284; 3 SH; Charles R. Ewen

COMM 3180; Intercultural Communication – 84428 - 001; 2:00 - 3:15 pm MW; Joyner East 00202; FC:CD, GD; 3 SH; Sachiyo M. Shearman

EDUC 3002; Introduction to Diversity - 84807 – 001; 8:00 am - 9:15 am MW; Speight Building 00305; FC:CD, DD; 3 SH; Sandra E. Seay
EDUC 3002; Introduction to Diversity - 84808 – 002; 9:30 am - 10:45 am MW; Speight Bldg 00305; FC:CD, DD; 3 SH; Sandra E. Seay
EDUC 3002; Introduction to Diversity - 84809 – 003; 11:00 am - 12:15 pm MW; Speight Bldg 00305; FC:CD, DD; 3 SH; Sandra E. Seay
EDUC 3002; Introduction to Diversity - 84810 – 004; 12:30 pm - 1:45 pm TR; Speight Building 00211; FC:CD, DD; 3 SH; Instructor TBA
EDUC 3002; Introduction to Diversity - 84812 – 005; 12:30 pm - 1:45 pm TR; Speight Building 00211; FC:CD, DD; 3 SH; Instructor TBA
EDUC 3002; Introduction to Diversity - 84814 – 002; Internet or WWW; FC:CD, DD; 3 SH; Instructor TBA
EDUC 3002; Introduction to Diversity - 84815 – 003; Internet or WWW; FC:CD, DD; 3 SH; Instructor TBA

ENGL 3260; African American Literature - 80369 – 001; 2:00 pm - 3:15 pm TR; Bate Building 02018; FC:CD, DD, HU, WI; 3 SH; Reginald Wade Watson

ENGL 3280; African Literature - 80139 – 001; 1:00 pm - 1:50 pm MW; Bate Building 02015; FC:CD, GD, HU; 3 SH; Marame Gueye

ETHN 2001; Introduction to Ethnic Studies: Humanities - 80168 – 001; 9:00 am - 9:50 am MWF; Austin Building 00206; FC:CD, DD, HU; 3 SH; Gera S. Miles
ETHN 2001; Introduction to Ethnic Studies: Humanities - 80169 – 301; 8:00 am - 8:50 am MWF Christenbury Memorial Gym 00102; FC:CD, DD, HU; 3 SH; Gera S. Miles

HDFS 4303; Families and Cultural Diversity - 84014 – 001; 8:00 am - 9:15 am TR; Rivers Building 00226; FC:CD, DD; 3 SH; Katharine Wickel Didericksen

HLTH 3020; Health Disparities - 82975 – 001; 3:30 pm - 4:45 pm MW; Belk Building 01503; FC:CD, DD; 3 SH; Deeonna Emm Farr
HLTH 3020; Health Disparities - 82976 – 002; 3:30 pm - 4:45 pm TR; Belk Building 01501; FC:CD, DD; 3 SH; Deeonna Emm Farr

HIST 3110; History of African-Americans - 84960 – 001; 11:00 am - 12:15 pm TR; Brewster Building 0B301; FC:CD; 3 SH; David Charles Dennard

JUST 3700; Race, Gender and Special Populations in the Criminal Justice System - 83925 – 001; 12:30 pm - 1:45 pm TR; Howell Science Complex OE301; FC:CD; 3 SH; Michele Lyn Stacey
JUST 3700; Race, Gender and Special Populations in the Criminal Justice System - 83931 – 002; 3:30 pm - 4:45 pm MW Rivers Building 00226; FC:CD; 3 SH; TBA
MUSC 2258; History of Jazz Music - 81324 – 001; 12:00 pm - 12:50 pm MW; Fletcher Music Center 0C107; FC:CD, DD, FA; 2 SH;
Daniel Roger Davis
MUSC 2258; History of Jazz Music - 81325 – 002; 11:00 am - 11:50 am MW; Fletcher Music Center 0C107; FC:CD, DD, FA; 2 SH;
Daniel Roger Davis

POLS 3039; Black Politics in America - 86078 – 001; 11:00 am - 12:15 pm TR; Brewster Building 0C101; FC:CD, DD, SO;
Thomas Floyd Eamon
POLS 3224; Civil Liberties - 80649 – 001; 9:30 am - 10:45 am TR; Brewster Building 0D109; Hugh McLean Lee

PSYC 2777; Ethnocultural Psychology - 82887 – 001; 11:00 am - 11:50 am MWF; Jenkins Fine Arts Center 01220; FC:CD, DD, SO; 3 SH;
Michael Drew Baker
PSYC 2777; Ethnocultural Psychology - 82888 – 601; Internet or WWW; FC:CD, DD, SO; 3 SH; Lisa Campbell

SOCI 1010; Race, Gender, Class - 83450 – 001; 1:00 pm - 1:50 pm MWF; Bate Building 01028; FC:CD, DD, SO; 3 SH;
Rebecca Sue Powers
SOCI 1010; Race, Gender, Class - 83451 – 002; 6:30 pm - 9:30 pm W; Brewster Building 0B102; FC:CD, DD, SO; 3 SH;
Rebecca Sue Powers
SOCI 1010; Race, Gender, Class - 83452 – 003; 9:30 am - 10:45 am TR; Bate Building 01026; FC:CD, DD, SO; 3 SH;
Lori Lee Heald
SOCI 1010; Race, Gender, Class - 83453 – 004; 11:00 am - 12:15 pm TR; Speight Building 00129; FC:CD, DD, SO; 3 SH;
Lori Lee Heald